
The rise of AI and MADCOMMS 

Change, acceptance, value  



Introduction 
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Quick intro… 
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Matt Webb 
• Global CTO, Mirum 

• Based in Reading UK, London UK 

or on a plane. 

Ex developer 

Maker geek and Enterprise 

platform nerd 

Hates tech for tech sake 

 



Agenda 

• Intro to Matt and Mirum 

• Technology Pace of change / adoption rate 

• Why we need AI 

• AI basics 

• Focus on Bots and MADCOMs 

• Some applications of AI / What's next 
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STRUCTURE 
Who we are 



Technology: Trends, Change, and Growth 
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Command & Control 
More Is Better 

20th CENTURY 21st CENTURY 

Collaborate To Win 
Better Is Better 



Dawn of 
Digital Economy 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE, MONITOR 

1990s 

Smartphone 
Revolution 

2010s 

TOUCH 

Online search, the dot-com boom and bust and 

early social media capture everyone’s attention. 

igital economy takes shape. 

2.5 billion smartphones, app ecosystem, and 

the cloud meet 4G, geolocation. Touch 

becomes interface. 

Digitisation 
of Everything 

FLUID INTERFACES 

Seamless, contextually aware services 

that anticipate and respond to our 

needs. 

NOW 



Every day, we create  

2.5 quintillion bytes of data  
so much that  

90% of the data  
in the world has been created in the  

last two years alone. 



That is a lot of expectation, data and technology to manage – 

we are going to need some help! 

Here to help! 
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Publically available data 
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Understanding AI / ML 



At the heart of the idea 



At the heart of the idea 



Automated 

tasks 

Chatbots 
Voice 

enabled bots 
Predictive 

analytics 

Pattern 

recognition 

Situational 

awareness 

Human like AI: 

Trends, patterns, 

interaction and 

prediction 

Algorithms 

and DATA 

Supervised 

Learning 

Algorithms and 

Structured 

DATA 

Self Learning 

Algorithms and 

Unstructured 

data 

Schedulers  

Algorithms and 

DATA 

AND Natural 

language 

Processing 

Continual Learning 

and evolving 

Algorithms and all 

DATA 

Weak / 

NARROW 

AI 

Strong / 

GENERAL AI 



AI 

Data based AI 

(machine learning) 

RULES based AI 

DATA 

Self 

Learning 

AI 

Deep 

learning 

People are 

still arguing 

over the 

terminology  



Basics – step 1: TRAIN 

Predictiv

e MODEL 

CLEAN 

DATA 

ML Algorithm 

Expected 

output 

Pre-
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model 



Basics – step 1: RUN 

Predictiv

e MODEL 

CLEAN 

DATA 

Expected 

output 



You 

cant 

just  

“AI it” 





1. Generate tagged data 

2. Data Preprocessing 

3. Feature engineering 

4. Train and Evaluation Model 

5. Publish & access via code 



Focus on: Bots & MADCOMs 



Payments 

Bookings 

Check-in 

Notification

s 

Seat Selection 

Boarding Pass 

Advice 



MIRUM 

AGENCY 

2015 

Example: A BOT that talks to other BOTS? 

AI to learn, identify needs, act or interact 

Geo/Env data 

Calendar data 

Finance data 

Auto data 

Health data 

Social data 

Sports club data 

Company data 

Family data 

Demographic data 

Government data 

Public health data 

Stock exchange data 

Weather data 



Bringing human-computer-interaction more proactive and closer to human-human 

interaction 
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Guided output 

(selection-box) 

Unstructured 

output 

(free text) 

Decision tree 

NLP service “Intent” 

Response 

How they work (very basically)  



If a bot can respond 

like a human … Using 

context and data… 

 

It can write articles!  



Wait a minute!!! 

 

If a bot knows all about 

me and my 

preferences, can 

interact with other 

humans, and pull data, 

AND write…  



Did someone say… 



32 

Computers will overtake humans with AI within the next 100 years. When that happens, we need to make sure the 

computers have goals aligned with ours. 



Lets keep things 

positive…  

 

How can we partner 

with AI to make us 

better? 

ORDERS 

OUTPUT 



Robot (n.): Derived from Czech, Old Church Slavonic 
and word “robota”, meaning servitude. Popularized 
by Karel Capek's play, ‘Rossum's Universal Robots’ 
(1921). 



It is not surprising that there is fear! 
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Ability to apply knowledge across situations Access to and interpretation of wide data sets 

C
o
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T-shaped role Applicable to AI? 



Imagine the 

possibilities if we 

worked in partnership. 
Understanding context, 

background investigation, and 

providing relevant contribution 

to achieve project goals 



MIRUM AGENCY 2015 

Government service agents 

Meet IPSoft’s Amelia.  

She is a cognitive agent ready to join 

your team today, allowing you to 

introduce new service-rich 

experiences for customers at scale. 

Amelia is already connecting to customers 

at an emotional level as a: 

• IT Service Desk Agent at an European 

Bank 

• Mortgage Broker Agent at a Global Bank 

• Invoice Query Agent at an Oil and Gas 

Company 

 



Applications 
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business 
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Retail trends 
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Hyper-personalisation 

A highly tailored experience, across all 

government touchpoints, for every 

individual. 



Public sector information 

Perfectly tailored political 

education / information 

Benefits, offers 



What if… 

 

We get to the point where we can train AI using the 

views, opinions and knowledge of millions of people 

to train an AI to solve the bigger issues.   

 

With the sole aim of fairer, faster, more reliable, more 

meaningful decision making? 



We have already outsourced our 

knowledge to Google. 

We will continue to outsource 

interactions to Bots and AI. 

With machines doing everything, 

what will our fate be? 



Thank you 

matt.webb@mirumagency.com 

Global CTO Mirum, chief geek 

@webgeekwebb 



Terminology  

 

Machine learning is the ability of software to learn and adapt without 

being explicitly programmed 

Artificial intelligence / Machine intelligence is software that mimics 

human intelligence  

Deep learning – Machine learning that can adjust how it “perceives” the 

input to better convey an output. 

Bot / Chatbot is an interface to a service that appears to behave like a 

human 

Data science – the process of extracting knowledge or insight from data 

sets using scientific methods and principles 

NLP / Natural language processing - sdfs 

 



https://www.newscientist.com/article/2114748-google-translate-ai-invents-its-own-

language-to-translate-with/ 

 

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/steer-clear-of-the-hype-5-ai-myths/ 

 

https://futureoflife.org/background/benefits-risks-of-artificial-intelligence/ 

 

http://www.nvidia.com/object/intelligent-video-analytics-platform.html 

 

https://www.wired.com/2017/02/robots-wrote-this-story/ 

 

https://digiday.com/media/washington-posts-robot-reporter-published-500-articles-

last-year/ 

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2017/03/01/fake-news-how-big-data-

and-ai-can-help/#7f2509b770d5 
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